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handwritten blocks of text, understood to be scripts for a sound work 
and looking a great deal like cue cards, the words are punctuated  
by bracketed stage directions, interrupted by ellipses and dashes,  
urged forward by arrows. Reading these disconnected texts was made 
more difficult by the presence of a video in the same room, in which 
two speakers recite parts of the written texts and others, both follow-
ing the script and not. Trying to read one set of words while listening 
to another produced an effect much like trying to read the word  
red written in blue: a confusion about which constitutes the word’s 
true nature. 

In Vida’s texts the particles er and um—what linguists call “dis-
course markers” or “phatic communication”—figure prominently, 
along with words such as maybe and perhaps. The overall effect is more 
pattern or rhythm than sense: “Perhaps I, perhaps—err I, perhaps—
perhaps I, err—uh err, I” and “of course could—could of course—
maybe I—or I—or perhaps I.” Often, the stage directions give just as 
much information as putative speech; they in fact introduce yet another 
system of communication in among the visual and aural—the so-called 
soft system of human inflection. Like Beckett, Vida paces the work with 
the generous use of “[Pause]”; elsewhere he suggests the slippage of 
thought into speech (“[Now. In all honesty]”) or throws in an abrupt 
non sequitur (“[Carelessness is in]”)—although one would be hard-
pressed to say what is and isn’t non sequitur here, or to divide the text 
into the categories of words thought and words spoken.

The video’s two speakers, a man (the artist) and a woman (artist Mary 
Manning) who resemble each other and moreover are dressed alike, 
maintain studiously neutral expressions as they perform their recita-
tions. Their faces turned to the viewer and never to each other, they 
deliver the text in unison and then as a kind of call-and-response, with 
one giving the speech and the other the direction, although the direc-
tions are often ignored or else are inscrutable (how does one speak with 
“prearticulation dodge”?). At times a percussive glitch overrides their 
words; at others the screen is taken over by flashing words with a voice-
over reciting something else. These two grave, Beckettian clowns could 
very well represent the divided self struggling to talk to itself, nonsense 
pitted against meaning to yield an equivocating stammer that is some-
how more truthful than either.

—Emily Hall

PHILADELPHIA

Jane Irish
LOCKS GALLERY

The title of Jane Irish’s most recent solo exhibition, “A Rapid Whirling 
on the Heel,” adapted a phrase from Edgar Allan Poe’s epic 1848 

prose poem Eureka. Poe’s text unfurls a cosmology that anticipated 
the “big crunch” theory of an infinitely collapsing and expanding 
universe. Mobile conceptions of time and location, the likes of which 
undergird modern cosmic physics, similarly permeate Irish’s decade-
long painterly inquiry into the histories of Western imperialism and 
resistance knotted around the Vietnam War. The exhibition com-
prised fifteen framed egg-tempera paintings, ink drawings, and pre-
paratory studies, each ostensibly depicting an ornate European 
period room or a Vietnamese heritage site, and a large-scale triptych, 
Cosmos (all works cited, 2015), which was suspended theatrically 
from the gallery’s high ceiling. Each work takes anachronism as the 
structuring device for its depictions of dreamily warped interiors. The 
tempera-on-linen Malouiniere Chipaudiere with Figurehead presents 
a Breton colonial-era foyer and dining room, decorated with warm-
toned Louis XV furniture and a wall-mounted slave-ship figurehead 
surrounded by chinoiserie paneling and trompe l’oeil wallpaper. Yet 
these wall decorations and panels bear 1960s and ’70s antiwar iconog-
raphy—veterans’ helmets, daisies, discarded medals—juxtaposed 
with idyllic scenes of pre-French-occupation Vietnamese pastoral and 
spiritual life, all rendered in camouflage hues of forest green and 
golden brown.   

While traveling in Hanoi Province in 2008 and ’10, Irish studied 
the archaic Vietnamese Nom alphabet and pictograms from motifs 
on ancient ceramics, whose gestural shapes she would later incorpo-
rate into her work. As with cursive script, these forms articulate the 
movement of the hand across the grounds of Irish’s paintings. In the 
gouache Malouiniere Launay Ravilly Reception Study, loosely calli-
graphic marks perform a kind of visual shorthand for objects in an 
eighteenth-century château. A plump burgundy “figure eight” sprout-
ing spindly curves indicates a chair; a quickly brushed blue circle amid 
a stack of horizontals signifies a carved mantel; human figures are 
zigzag tangles with inky trailing limbs. The swift, straggly action of 
the brush lends this interior a malleable, ephemeral quality: A maroon 
chair bleeds into a maroon rug; stalactite-like drips imply dereliction. 
It is as if all the painted lines, static for now, might at any moment 
reanimate their wriggling movement and destroy the room’s fragile 
integrity. The more fully worked—but no less visually active— 
Malouiniere Launay Ravilly Reception hung immediately to the left of 
the gouache study. Ghostly images of protest and pasture drift on this 
room’s pale ceiling, sketched in electric magenta and in some places 
inverted as if revealed via camera obscura. Protesters’ signs read gold 
star mothers, in reference to a service organization for mothers of 
fallen soldiers, the text rendered as fluidly as the figures. This “resis-
tance ceiling,” as Irish calls it, appeared in several exhibited works, 
replacing traditional decorative 
painting mythologies of warring 
gods with images of mourning. 
These people, objects, signs, and 
army-green panels slip, move, 
and recur throughout Irish’s 
oeuvre, inscribing a painful loop 
of trauma. 

House of Tan Ky, depicting a 
preserved historic dwelling in 
Hoi An, was one of three works 
in the exhibition with a Viet-
namese interior. While Irish’s 
subverted chinoiserie is again 
present, rather than being capped 
by a ceiling the dark wood inte-
rior opens out into an expanse 
of oceanic blue-and-green wash 
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studded with Vietnamese zodiac and mythological signs—including a 
bucking horse, floating crustaceans, and monks in prayer—concisely 
dotted and delineated in white tempera. These pictograms evoke a 
shared experience of gazing in wonder at distant galaxies. The show’s 
linchpin, the suspended Cosmos, made in direct response to Poe’s 
Eureka and to Vietnamese cosmology, develops its theme across three 
hefty and densely covered tempera-on-canvas panels. Floating above 
the viewer, the work’s deep blues and grays, reminiscent of the palette 
of traditional ceramics, conjured watery heavens inhabited by dragons. 
Cosmos, embedded with some of the same antiwar vocabulary as the 
wall-mounted paintings, is a literal manifestation of the resistance 
ceiling. Hovering ominously overhead, the painting implicated the 
gallery and visitors in the difficult histories that Irish confronts,  
and invited viewers to seek connections between the deep impact of 
European colonialism and the burgeoning US imperialism that ravaged 
Vietnam and persists unabated to this day. 

—Becky Huff Hunter

CHICAGO

Lee Godie
INTUIT: THE CENTER FOR INTUITIVE AND OUTSIDER ART 

Departing from previous painting-dense retrospectives of Chicago-
based artist Lee Godie’s work, Intuit’s recent exhibition—though it 
did include several strong canvases— focused instead on some fifty 
of the several hundred self-portraits that Godie took in public photo 
booths during the 1970s and ’80s. Godie, who was homeless and sold 
her work directly on the streets, brilliantly mobilized the city’s photo 
booths as artist’s studio. These public interiors functioned as sites via 
which she staged multiple forms of belonging—to her home city and 
equally to multiple movements within art history. Although this 
show, organized by Karen Patterson under the aegis of the John 
Michael Kohler Arts Center in Wisconsin, didn’t put Godie’s work 
directly in conversation with that of such iconic self-portraitists as 
Cindy Sherman or Jack Smith, it effectively highlighted Godie’s self-
aware challenge to the notion of “outsider” that has limited past 
understandings of her practice.

As the exhibition demonstrated, Godie embraced contrasting con-
ceptions of photography—as filmic document and as a mode of drawing. 
She “hand-processed” many of her black-and-white photos, adding 
marks and fragments of text to their surfaces. Deploying a technique 
similar to the hand-tinting of early photography and cinema, she some-
times outlined the contours and planes of bodily features in various 
hues (Untitled [self portrait with a red background], n.d.) and report-
edly applied iced-tea mix to her skin to darken it before shoots. In 
Untitled (self-portrait with paint box), n.d, the artist applied red 
pigment to her photographed lips. But her image holds an array of 
paints, cross-circuiting makeup and artist’s palette as two interchange-
able tools of transformation. 

Godie’s work circulated widely throughout the city, from public 
spaces such as the walls of the beloved Chicago queer bar Big Chicks 
to the private homes of collectors. However, pressures on the notion of 
Godie’s work as “outsider” (and implicitly naive) can be seen most 
poignantly in the self-reflexivity of the works themselves. In multiple 
photographs, Godie poses with wads of cash or art supplies—or, some-
times, with her own painted canvases. The show also featured several 
paintings on unstretched canvas onto which Godie stitched photo-
graphic self-portraits, often of herself holding the very painting in 
which they appeared. Reportedly, Godie charged extra for paintings to 
which she’d affixed photographs, as if the reproductions were precious. 

Hauntingly, many photos in the exhibition have holes along the edges, 
suggesting that they were once attached to paintings. 

While the artist courted an affinity to older movements (as demon-
strated by her wont to sign her photographs french impression-ist), 
her work was rooted in a robust dialogue with postwar portraiture. 
Take Lee in a Camera, undated, which comprises four black-and-white 
photos formatted in a grid. In two of the frames, Godie stepped away 
from the lens and captured the inte-
rior of the photo booth, then wrote 
on the photographic surface, lee in a 
camera and artist lee brown white 
sweater. The act of posing inside the 
machine suggests in Godie’s case a 
personal, fantasy-infused vision—one 
that positions the figure of the artist in 
dialogue with the apparatus. Photo-
graphs signed chicago’s murielist 
[sic] align Godie’s representational 
strategies to those of Chicago’s mural 
movement, which took off at the 
height of the civil rights movement 
and similarly employed portraits 
within portraits.

The show maintained a distance 
from popular characterizations of 
Godie as a “selfie pioneer.” Certainly, 
in the mediated intimacy of their por-
traiture, she and her contemporaries 
predicted this model. But Patterson 
chose to consider the artist’s unique 
procedures of inserting herself into images, by which she created alter-
native systems of social and aesthetic value, on their own terms. To 
view Godie’s self-portraits as proto-selfies risks positioning the entire 
history of postwar artistic experimentation with portraiture—spanning 
moving and still formats, vernacular and “high” culture—as an arc that 
culminated in a particular social-media trend, when in fact it has yet to 
fully play out. 

—Solveig Nelson

MILWAUKEE

Peter Barrickman
THE GREEN GALLERY

There are painters who take inspiration from what they know about 
painting, and others who thrive on what they don’t know. But in some 
of the most interesting cases, know-how and naïveté become strangely 
tangled in a felicitous inconsistency: The artist does not appear to be 
steadily pursuing a consistent and intelligible project but striking out, 
almost haphazardly, in different directions, succeeding as if by so many 
lucky hits. And yet somehow everything seems to add up. Of course, 
anyone who repeatedly pulls off such a feat is not relying on luck but 
on a wily artfulness.

These days when I think of that kind of cannily mercurial painter, 
figures like Tal R, Merlin James, and Nicole Eisenman come to mind. 
Now I’m happy to have a new name to add to the list, that of Milwau-
keean Peter Barrickman. The twenty-six works on canvas, panel,  
or paper in Barrickman’s recent show exhibited vastly disparate  
styles and subjects—ranging from the loose brushwork that evokes 
swirling nocturnal blurs of colored light in Street Cat, 2014, to the 
blocky, hard-edge paint application (on a fake-brick vinyl-siding  

Lee Godie, Untitled 
(self-portrait with  
paint box), n.d.,  
gelatin silver print,  
47⁄8 × 37⁄8".
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handwritten blocks of text, understood to be scripts for a sound work 
and looking a great deal like cue cards, the words are punctuated  
by bracketed stage directions, interrupted by ellipses and dashes,  
urged forward by arrows. Reading these disconnected texts was made 
more difficult by the presence of a video in the same room, in which 
two speakers recite parts of the written texts and others, both follow-
ing the script and not. Trying to read one set of words while listening 
to another produced an effect much like trying to read the word  
red written in blue: a confusion about which constitutes the word’s 
true nature. 

In Vida’s texts the particles er and um—what linguists call “dis-
course markers” or “phatic communication”—figure prominently, 
along with words such as maybe and perhaps. The overall effect is more 
pattern or rhythm than sense: “Perhaps I, perhaps—err I, perhaps—
perhaps I, err—uh err, I” and “of course could—could of course—
maybe I—or I—or perhaps I.” Often, the stage directions give just as 
much information as putative speech; they in fact introduce yet another 
system of communication in among the visual and aural—the so-called 
soft system of human inflection. Like Beckett, Vida paces the work with 
the generous use of “[Pause]”; elsewhere he suggests the slippage of 
thought into speech (“[Now. In all honesty]”) or throws in an abrupt 
non sequitur (“[Carelessness is in]”)—although one would be hard-
pressed to say what is and isn’t non sequitur here, or to divide the text 
into the categories of words thought and words spoken.

The video’s two speakers, a man (the artist) and a woman (artist Mary 
Manning) who resemble each other and moreover are dressed alike, 
maintain studiously neutral expressions as they perform their recita-
tions. Their faces turned to the viewer and never to each other, they 
deliver the text in unison and then as a kind of call-and-response, with 
one giving the speech and the other the direction, although the direc-
tions are often ignored or else are inscrutable (how does one speak with 
“prearticulation dodge”?). At times a percussive glitch overrides their 
words; at others the screen is taken over by flashing words with a voice-
over reciting something else. These two grave, Beckettian clowns could 
very well represent the divided self struggling to talk to itself, nonsense 
pitted against meaning to yield an equivocating stammer that is some-
how more truthful than either.

—Emily Hall
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The title of Jane Irish’s most recent solo exhibition, “A Rapid Whirling 
on the Heel,” adapted a phrase from Edgar Allan Poe’s epic 1848 

prose poem Eureka. Poe’s text unfurls a cosmology that anticipated 
the “big crunch” theory of an infinitely collapsing and expanding 
universe. Mobile conceptions of time and location, the likes of which 
undergird modern cosmic physics, similarly permeate Irish’s decade-
long painterly inquiry into the histories of Western imperialism and 
resistance knotted around the Vietnam War. The exhibition com-
prised fifteen framed egg-tempera paintings, ink drawings, and pre-
paratory studies, each ostensibly depicting an ornate European 
period room or a Vietnamese heritage site, and a large-scale triptych, 
Cosmos (all works cited, 2015), which was suspended theatrically 
from the gallery’s high ceiling. Each work takes anachronism as the 
structuring device for its depictions of dreamily warped interiors. The 
tempera-on-linen Malouiniere Chipaudiere with Figurehead presents 
a Breton colonial-era foyer and dining room, decorated with warm-
toned Louis XV furniture and a wall-mounted slave-ship figurehead 
surrounded by chinoiserie paneling and trompe l’oeil wallpaper. Yet 
these wall decorations and panels bear 1960s and ’70s antiwar iconog-
raphy—veterans’ helmets, daisies, discarded medals—juxtaposed 
with idyllic scenes of pre-French-occupation Vietnamese pastoral and 
spiritual life, all rendered in camouflage hues of forest green and 
golden brown.   

While traveling in Hanoi Province in 2008 and ’10, Irish studied 
the archaic Vietnamese Nom alphabet and pictograms from motifs 
on ancient ceramics, whose gestural shapes she would later incorpo-
rate into her work. As with cursive script, these forms articulate the 
movement of the hand across the grounds of Irish’s paintings. In the 
gouache Malouiniere Launay Ravilly Reception Study, loosely calli-
graphic marks perform a kind of visual shorthand for objects in an 
eighteenth-century château. A plump burgundy “figure eight” sprout-
ing spindly curves indicates a chair; a quickly brushed blue circle amid 
a stack of horizontals signifies a carved mantel; human figures are 
zigzag tangles with inky trailing limbs. The swift, straggly action of 
the brush lends this interior a malleable, ephemeral quality: A maroon 
chair bleeds into a maroon rug; stalactite-like drips imply dereliction. 
It is as if all the painted lines, static for now, might at any moment 
reanimate their wriggling movement and destroy the room’s fragile 
integrity. The more fully worked—but no less visually active— 
Malouiniere Launay Ravilly Reception hung immediately to the left of 
the gouache study. Ghostly images of protest and pasture drift on this 
room’s pale ceiling, sketched in electric magenta and in some places 
inverted as if revealed via camera obscura. Protesters’ signs read gold 
star mothers, in reference to a service organization for mothers of 
fallen soldiers, the text rendered as fluidly as the figures. This “resis-
tance ceiling,” as Irish calls it, appeared in several exhibited works, 
replacing traditional decorative 
painting mythologies of warring 
gods with images of mourning. 
These people, objects, signs, and 
army-green panels slip, move, 
and recur throughout Irish’s 
oeuvre, inscribing a painful loop 
of trauma. 

House of Tan Ky, depicting a 
preserved historic dwelling in 
Hoi An, was one of three works 
in the exhibition with a Viet-
namese interior. While Irish’s 
subverted chinoiserie is again 
present, rather than being capped 
by a ceiling the dark wood inte-
rior opens out into an expanse 
of oceanic blue-and-green wash 
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